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Commission Action
The Commission voted to adopt this Recommendation on September 12, 2016 by a more than two-thirds majority affirmative vote (77% yes, 19% no, 3% abstain).

Note: This document includes recommendations developed and adopted by the National Commission on Forensic Science and proposes specific acts that the Attorney General could take to further the goals of the Commission. The portion of the document directly labeled “Recommendations” represents the formal recommendations of the Commission. Information beyond that section is provided for context. This document does not necessarily represent the views of the Department of Justice or the National Institute of Standards and Technology. The National Commission on Forensic Science is a Federal Advisory Committee established by the Department of Justice. For more information, please visit: https://www.justice.gov/ncfs.

Overview

The National Commission on Forensic Science (NCFS) has already approved a Views Document on the importance of establishing the technical merit of all forensic science methodologies. The required studies should be independently evaluated and accepted prior to the creation of documentary standards involving test methods and practices based on these disciplines.

1 For the purposes of this document, “independent” refers to a body that is fair, impartial, and without conflict of interest in the results of the evaluation. An entity’s independence does not imply that this work will be conducted without the contribution of individuals who are knowledgeable of a specific discipline. It is expected that an independent scientific body will be able to retain the relevant experts to advise the independent body as to the real-life forensic application of the science.

2 For simplicity, this report focuses on documentary standards, which are written agreements containing technical specifications or other precise criteria that may contain rules, guidelines, or definitions of characteristics.
Recommendations

The NCFS Charter provides for the Attorney General to “refer recommendations regarding measurement standards and priorities for standards development to the Director of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), as the Attorney General deems appropriate.”

The NCFS proposes that the Attorney General endorse and refer to the Director of NIST the following recommendations regarding measurement standards and priorities for standards development:

**Recommendation #1: NIST should establish an in-house entity with the capacity to conduct independent scientific evaluations of the technical merit of test methods and practices used in forensic science disciplines.**

The 2009 NAS report, “Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward,” (hereafter, “NAS Report”) found “substantial evidence indicating that the level of scientific development and evaluation varies substantially among the forensic science disciplines” and “[a] body of research is required to establish the limits and measures of performance and to address the impact of sources of variability and potential bias.” Currently, no independent national scientific entity or organization has been charged with the independent evaluation of technical merit studies for forensic science test methods. To ensure that the evaluations of forensic science tests, methods, and practices are rigorous, reliable, uniform, consistent, fair, and impartial, it is critical that a single independent scientific agency be responsible for this work. NIST is an independent scientific agency and has the intellectual resources to assemble the necessary knowledge base. However, NCFS recognizes that NIST is a nonregulatory agency and is not recommending that NIST’s function here will be regulatory in nature.

**Recommendation #2: The results of the evaluations will be issued by NIST as publicly available resource documents. NIST’s evaluation may include but is not limited to: a) research performed by other agencies and laboratories, b) its own intramural research program, or c) research studies documented in already published scientific literature.** NIST should initially begin its work by piloting three resource documents to establish its design and requirements. The release of these documents should be broadly disseminated in the scientific and criminal justice communities and accompanied by judicial trainings.

Although NIST may have a centralized evaluative role, NCFS encourages universities, scientific agencies, and other research entities (e.g., the Statistical and Applied Mathematical Sciences Institute (SAMSI) and the Center for Statistics and Applications in Forensic Evidence (CSAFE)) to conduct research investigating the technical merit of forensic science disciplines. NIST will

---


evaluate these data, reports, and studies generated by this robust and diverse scientific research community. The resulting resource documents will be continually updated as the state of the science develops. Centralizing the evaluative role will facilitate the development of a knowledge base at NIST that will build over time.

**Recommendation #3: The Organization of Scientific Area Committees for Forensic Science (OSAC) leadership, the Forensic Science Standards Board (FSSB), should commit to placing consensus documentary standards on the OSAC Registry of Approved Standards for only those forensic science test methods and practices where technical merit has been established by NIST, or in the interim, established by an independent scientific body. An example of an interim independent scientific body could be an OSAC-created Technical Merit Resource Committee composed of measurement scientists and statisticians appointed by NIST and tasked with the evaluation of technical merit.**

This recommendation aligns with the OSAC Registry of Approved Standards statement that “the methods it contains have been assessed to be valid.”

All three recommendations are consistent with NIST’s mission, statutory function, and delegated responsibilities in the Memorandum of Understanding. These three recommendations are founded on the principle that forensic science tests, methods, and practices should be subject to independent scientific evaluation before they are used in judicial proceedings. The vision and hope of NCFS is that NIST will develop resource documents for all forensic science disciplines, but that process will take time. In the interim, proponents of a forensic science test method or practice can seek technical merit evaluation from another independent scientific body, such as a technical merit resource committee within OSAC.

---


8 “National Institute of Standards and Technology,” U.S. Code 2015 ed. Title 15, Sec. 272 (b).